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Discover operational insights from your complex data
faster with Ayasdi Advanced Analytics
	
  
THE PROBLEM

THE AYASDI IMPACT

Traditional methods often miss subtle
signatures in complex geologic data

Uncover subtle geologic features in
your data in minutes

Multiple tools are needed to derive
insight from multi-modal data

Detect anomalies out of multimodal
data to guide exploration.

Machine failure at a drilling site can
cost millions of dollars in damages

Save millions by predicting machinery
failure before it happens

Operational Impact Across the Value Chain

Learn More: www.ayasdi.com

Customer Case Studies
	
  	
  

	
  

Optimizing Returns
Understanding Production in Unconventional Exploration

THE PROBLEM
In the business of unconventional exploration, each data point
can represent enormous financial gain. However, the sheer
amount of complex data that is used in qualifying this process
can leave your team stuck in the data minutia before they arrive
at the value.

Compressional Velocity
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THE AYASDI IMPACT
A top Oil & Gas Company used Ayasdi Core to analyze data
from unconventional wells, paying close attention to
compressional velocity, which is used to characterize important
properties such as porosity, fluid saturation, and stresses,
This Company identified specific completion characteristics
driving a sub-population of high-producing wells in a region
previously dismissed as under-producing. As a result, the
exploration company redirected its efforts on future wells to
optimally exploit this geographic region.

Predictive Maintenance
Predicting Machine Failure States

THE PROBLEM
Drilling machinery is expensive to maintain and operate,
leaving little to no room for error. Synchronizing maintenance
cycles with production planning also improves uptime and
throughput, since machines tend to break at the moments of
highest capacity.

Machine Failure
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THE AYASDI IMPACT
A leading exploration and production (E&P) company utilized
Ayasdi Core to predict states of failure in their machinery by
analyzing sensor data.
Ayasdi Core helped identify two distinct failure modes (shown
on the left in red) that were previously unknown to the firm. This
analysis was done over a couple of hours, and revealed
business insights that saved the customer what could have
been millions in machine recovery costs.

Learn More: www.ayasdi.com

